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Introduction
Long narrative poetry did not enter its golden age in China until the Qing dynasty.
One of the most important poets in this development was Wu Weiye 偉業 (1609-
1672).  Wu not only adopted narrative conventions from past poetry to be the principal
vehicle of narration in his works.  He also adopted narrative devices from other literary
forms to promote the art of narration in poetry.  This paper will use modern European
narratology to analyze narrative forms in Wu’s poetry and to explore the contributions
that Wu has made to the development of narration in Chinese poetry.
Background
With its emphasis on “speaking of the aspirations” (yanzhi 言志) or “following
feelings” (yuanqing 情), traditional Chinese literary criticism was biased in favor of
lyrical rather than narrative poetry.  The lack of a doctrine of mimesis discouraged the
objective qualities necessary for the full development of narrative poetry and narrative
theories.  However, in spite of the preeminence of lyrical verse in China and the failure
to develop narrative theories in early times, an important tradition of narrative poetry
did exist.1)
The development of narration in Chinese poetry originated in the Book of Songs
(Shijing 詩經) and was continued in the Songs of the South (Chuci 楚辭).  Mythological
poems in the Shijing are basically narrative, while many sections of the Chuci combine
narration with the lyrical or the didactic.  The narrative styles in these two anthologies,
such as narrative voice, narrative focalization, sequential structure, and the technique of
enumeration (the principle fu 賦), have become the foundation of narration in Chinese
poetry over subsequent ages.2)
This tradition of narrative verse was further developed in the Han and Six Dynasties
(Liuchao).  Some of the Han and Six Dynasties prose-poems (fu 賦) and ancient-style
poems (gushi 古詩) contain narrative passages.  The most important development of
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narration in the poetry of that age is found in Music Bureau (yuefu樂府) poems.3) In the
opinion of some scholars, the “Poem of Affliction” (“Beifen shi” 悲憤詩) and “Southeast
the Peacock Flies” (“Kongque dongnan fei” 孔雀東南飛) are regarded as the two
masterpieces of narrative poetry of that age.4) Although owing much to the Shijing and
the Chuci, the Han and Six Dynasties narrative poetry has created new styles in
narration and made remarkable contributions to the development of narration in
poetry.  The Han and Six Dynasties poetry uses intricate sequential structure to
increase the tension and to elevate the sense of suspense in order to draw the reader’s
attention to the story, and moreover, uses multiple narrative tempos to create an
unprecedented reading experience in which the reader can perceive a specific meaning
through different narrative frequencies.  These narrative styles continued to be the
principal vehicle of narration in Tang poetry and had a great impact on Qing narrative
verse.5)
Based on the remarkable achievements in narration of the Han and Six Dynasties
poetry and owing to the Tang poets’ efforts to create new narrative styles, Chinese
narrative poetry reached its first high point in the Tang dynasty.6) The most important
development of narration in the poetry of that age can be found in the works of Du Fu
杜甫 (712-770), Gu Kuang 顧況 (ca. 725-814), Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元 (773-819), Yuan
Zhen 元 (779-831), Bai Juyi 白居易 (772-846), Li Shangyin 李商隱 (813?-858),
Sikong Tu 司空圖 (837-908) and Wei Zhuang 韋莊 (ca. 836-910).7) Among these, the
late Tang poet Wei Zhuang’s “Song of Lady of Qin” (“Qinfu yin” 秦婦吟) stands out
most significantly.  In the opinion of some scholars, the narrative tradition in the poetry
from the Shijing to the Tang dynasty reached its summit in this poem.8) The most
significant narrative style in Tang poetry is historical accounts under multiple
narrations.  This style of narration comes from various narrative voices and multiple
narrative focalizations.  Such intricate forms of focalizations serve two primary
functions in Tang poetry.  Firstly, intricate forms of focalizations serve to describe the
common people’s sufferings as well as enriching the diversity of historical accounts.
Secondly, intricate forms of focalization serve to promote the objectivity of narration in
poetry; the objectivity of narration provides the poets, who suggest their criticism on
the current political situation, a way to avoid the political charges.  The art of narration
in these two areas, narrative voice and focalization, reached its fullest development in
Tang poetry and continued to be the principal vehicle of narration in Qing poetry.9)
The following three dynasties, Song, Yuan and Ming, were not great ages for
narrative verse.  Chinese narrative poetry, particularly long narrative poetry, did not
enter its golden age in China until the second half of the seventeenth century, that is,
the first fifty-some years of the Qing dynasty.10) One of the most important figures in
this development was Wu Weiye.11) Many Qing critics, such as Yuan Mei 袁枚 (1716-
1798) and Zhao Yi 趙翼 (1727-1814), praised Wu’s narrative verse highly.12) In Yuan
Mei’s Yulu語 , Yuan Mei regarded Wu’s works as the masterpiece of all times.
Meicun’s heptasyllabic ancient-style poems follow the style of Yuan Zhen’s and
Bai Juyi’s narrative poetry, and adopt the methods of allusion used by Wang Bo 王
勃 (649-676) and Luo Binwang 駱賓王 (640-684).  Not only is his poetic melody
flowing and smooth, but his language is awesome and beautiful - indeed it will be
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highly admired for all times.13)
Wu Weiye has made a variety of contributions to the development of narration in
Chinese poetry.14) One of the most significant narrative styles in Wu Weiye’s poetry is
diverse historical accounts under multiple temporalities.  This style of narration is
composed of various narrative voices, multiple focalizations and intricate sequential
structure.  The art of narration in these three areas, particularly in sequential structure,
reached its fullest development in Wu Weiye’s poetry and had a great impact on later
poets such as Yuan Mei, Jin He 金和 (1819-1885) and Huang Zunxian 憲 (1848-
1905). 
Wu Weiye on Narrative Focalization
According to modern European narratology, narrative focalization consists of a
triadic relation formed by the narrator who narrates, the focalizor who provides
narrative perspective, and the focalized, that which is being seen and narrated.15) In
Wu Weiye’s poetry, there are four types of narrators.  According to French scholar
Gérard Genette’s terminology, the first type of narrator is the extradiegetic-
heterodiegetic narrator.16) This narrator stands outside the diegetic level and is not
involved in the story he/she recounts.  In traditional terminology, this type of narrator
is called the third-person omniscient narrator.17) The second type of narrator in Wu’s
poetry is the extradiegetic-homodiegetic narrator.  This narrator stands outside the
diegetic level but is involved in the story he/she narrates.  In other words, this external
narrator recounts his/her own story retrospectively.18) In traditional terminology, it is
termed the first-person retrospective narrator.  The third type of narrator is the
intradiegetic-homodiegetic narrator.  This narrator stands inside the diegetic level and
recounts the story of his own or another character.19) In traditional terminology, it is
also termed the first-person narrator.  In Wu Weiye’s poems, this type of narrator
cannot exist alone but must be used with an external narrator.  The fourth type of
narrator in Wu Weiye’s poetry is the metadiegetic-homodiegetic narrator.  This
narrator stands at the metadiegetic level that is the second level within the diegetic
level.  In other words, this narrator is a character within the story that an intradiegetic
narrator recounts.20) Traditional terminology also defines this narrator as the first-
person narrator.  In Wu Weiye’s poem, this narrator cannot exist alone but must be
used with both an external narrator and an internal narrator.  Therefore, if a poem has
this type of narrator, there will be four narrative levels in the work: extradiegetic,
diegetic, metadiegetic, and intra-metadiegetic levels.  Such intricate narrative structure
is rarely found in the poetry before Wu Weiye.  In the poetry from the Shijing to the
Tang dynasty, the only and best example of such intricate narrative structure is Wei
Zhuang’s “Song of the Lady of Qin.” 21) This is one of the reasons why this poem stands
out most significantly among Tang poetry.  This is also the main reason why Wu
Weiye’s poetry can play a crucial role in the development of narration in Chinese
poetry.  
Wu Weiye’s poetry has three types of narrative perspectives: an omniscient
perspective, a single character’s perspective, and various characters’ perspectives.
Therefore, three types of focalizations can be found in Wu’s poetry: zero focalization,
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internal fixed focalization and internal variable focalization.  In the narrative with zero
focalization, the narrator tells a story through an omniscient perspective.  In the
narrative with internal fixed focalization, the narrator tells a story through a single
character’s perspective, while in internal variable focalization, the narrator recounts a
story through two or more characters’ perspectives.22) Moreover, some of Wu Weiye’s
poems contain one type of focalization.  These are called narratives with single
focalization.  In Wu’s poems, single focalization is always zero focalization.  An
example of this is “Mount Silver Spring” (“Yinquan shan” 銀泉山).23) The narrator of
this poem is an extradiegetic-heterodiegetic narrator (the poet-narrator), who uses an
omniscient point of view to recount the story of Imperial Consorts Zheng and Li 李,
and to suggest that the intense party strife during the reigns of the Shenzong 宗
(r.1573-1619) Emperor and the Guangzong 光宗 (r. 1620) Emperor brought long-lasting
upheaval to the Ming empire and finally resulted in its downfall.
Some of Wu Weiye’s poems have two types of focalizations.  These are called
narratives with double focalizations.  There are four forms of double focalizations in
Wu’s poetry.  In the first form of double focalizations, zero focalization is used with
internal fixed focalization.  In this form, zero focalization is the primary focalization
and dominates the narration throughout the work, while internal fixed focalization is
inserted to describe the character’s feelings and thoughts.  An example of this is “The
Child from Jinshan” (“Jinshan er” 山兒).24) The narrator of this poem is an
extradiegetic-heterodiegetic narrator (the poet-narrator), who uses an omniscient
perspective to recount the miserable experiences of the tragic child during a military
uprising.  Besides, the poet-narrator also employs an old man’s perspective to describe
his sorrows for his missing child.  In this poem, the poet-narrator’s omniscient narration
serves to describe the psychological state of the characters, to recount events in detail
and to comment on the story and life in general, while the old man’s perspective serves
to promote the realism of characterization in order to provide a better understanding
for the reader’s perception.  
In the second form of double focalizations, zero focalization is used with internal
variable focalization.  One of the best examples is “The Officer at Zhixi” (“Zhixi li” 直
溪吏).25) The narrator of this poem is an extradiegetic-homodiegetic narrator (the poet-
narrator), acting like a witness of the story, who uses an omniscient perspective to
recount events in detail, such as the maltreatment the victim (the old man) received
from the corrupt officer, to describe the psychological state of the victim, such as his
fear and anger, and to comment on the story.  In addition to an omniscient perspective,
the poet-narrator also uses the characters’ perspectives, including the victim’s and the
corrupt officer’s, to describe the victim’s thoughts and feelings and to portray the bully
acts of the officer.  The narrative style in this poem can be traced back to the Six
Dynasties yuefu poem “A Song to Satirize the Mayor of Ba County” (“Ci Bajunshou shi”
刺巴郡守詩) and Du Fu’s “The Conscripting Officer at Shihao” (“Shihao li” 石壕吏).26)
In the third form of double focalizations, internal fixed focalization is used with zero
focalization.  In this form, internal fixed focalization usually serves to initiate the story
that the primary narrator of the poem will recount.  Moreover, the narrator of internal
fixed focalization acts as a listener of the story and reflects on the implications of what
the primary narrator recounts.  The zero focalization that follows is the primary
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narration of the poem.  An example of this is “A Song on Hearing the Taoist Priestess
Bian Yujing Play the Zither” (“Ting nüdaoshi Bian Yujing tanqin ge” 聽女道士卞玉京
彈琴歌).27) This poem contains two types of narrators, an extradiegetic-homodiegetic
narrator (the poet-narrator) and an intradiegetic-homodiegetic narrator (Bian Yujing).
In the initial couplets of the poem, the poet-narrator uses his perspective (a single
character’s perspective) to describe the sound of the zither Bian Yujing plays, which
suggests an environment for the initial encounter of the poet-narrator and Bian, and to
introduce the primary narrator of this poem.  Afterwards, the narrative voice shifts to
Bian Yujing, who serves as a witness to the tragic period in Chinese history and uses an
omniscient perspective to recount the tragic story of the imperial family and innocent
people during and after the fall of the Southern Ming.  In the first half of her song, Bian
recounts the sad story of the once eminent Maiden Zhongshan 中山, who was carried
off by the Manchu troops shortly before her planned marriage to the Hongguang 弘光
(r.1644-1645) Emperor.  In the second half of her tale, Bian describes the miserable
experiences her and other innocent women encountered during the political upheaval
and explains how she has recently escaped from the Manchu troops by becoming a
Taoist priestess.28) In the final couplets, the narrative voice shifts back to the poet-
narrator who ends this poem with his reflection on the implications of the story that
Bian Yujing narrates.  The style of narration of this poem is apparently inspired by Bai
Juyi’s “Ballad of the Lute” (“Pipa xing” 琵琶行) and Wei Zhuang’s “Song of the Lady of
Qin.” 29)
In the fourth form of double focalizations, two types of zero focalizations are used.
In this form, these two types of zero focalizations serve to recount the historical events
in more detail and to strongly convey a sense of despair.  One of the best examples of
this is the “Ballad of the Lute” (“Pipa xing” 琵琶行).30) This poem contains two types of
narrators, an extradiegetic-homodiegetic narrator (the poet-narrator) and an
intradiegetic-homodiegetic narrator (Mister Yao 姚公).  In the initial couplets of this
poem, the poet-narrator describes the sound of the lute, which suggests the poet’s
reflection on the implications of the sound of the lute and his comment on the historical
events.  In the couplets that follow, the focus of the poet’s narration shifts to the
landscape in spring and to the initial encounter of him and the musician Bai Yuru
白 如.  Afterwards, Bai plays the lute for the poet again.  The poet-narrator’s
description of the sound of the lute strongly suggests his deep grief for the Ming
Empire’s downfall and his sorrows about the common people’s sufferings during a
military uprising.  In the following couplets, the poet describes his initial encounter
with Mister Yao.  Afterwards, the narrative voice shifts to Yao, who also uses an
omniscient perspective to recount the political upheaval before and after the death of
the Chongzhen 崇 (r.1628-1644) Emperor.  In the final couplets, the narrative voice
shifts back to the poet-narrator who ends the poem with his lament for the fall of the
empire.  
Some other Wu Weiye’s poems contain three or more types of focalizations.  These
are called narratives with multiple focalizations.  In Wu’s poetry, there are two forms of
multiple focalizations.  In the first form, zero focalization is used with both internal
fixed and variable focalizations.  Both internal fixed and variable focalizations are used
to stress the impacts of political events on the common people.  An example of this is
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“Fanqing Lake” (“Fanqing hu” 礬 湖),31) echoing Du Fu’s “Song of Pengya” (“Pengya
xing” 彭衙行).32) In the initial couplets of this poem, the poet-narrator (an extradiegetic-
homodiegetic narrator) uses his perspective to describe his experiences during military
uprisings, including his family life before the invasion of his native region, his flights
with his family during dynastic upheaval, his lodging with his family at his friend’s
house near Fanqing Lake, and the outbreak of the Chen Mu 陳墓 Rebellion.  In the
couplets that follow, the narrative perspective shifts to an omniscient point of view to
describe the poet-narrator’s criticism on the rebellion.  Afterwards, the narrative
perspective shifts back to the poet’s perspective to recount his experiences after the
rebellion and the collapse of the Ming, including his flight with his family from Fanqing
Lake during the rebellion, being compelled to serve in the court of the Qing after the
Ming’s downfall, his deep regret of taking office under the Qing, and finally his
resignation from the Qing Court.  In the couplets that follow, a shift from a single
perspective to double perspectives (the poet’s and Qing Fang’s 青 ) leads the focus of
narration to their sorrows about the fall of the Ming.  In the final couplets, the narrative
perspective shifts back to the poet’s point of view to proclaim his contentment with his
retirement.  
In the second form of multiple focalizations, three types of zero focalizations are
used with internal fixed focalization.  In this form, the omniscient perspective is used to
promote the authenticity of narration, while a single character’s perspective is used to
convey a sense of despair.  Moreover, different narrative voices serve to provide more
diverse accounts of historical events.  One of the best examples of this form is the
“Poem of Xiaoshi at the Green Gate” (“Xiaoshi qingmen qu” 蕭史青門曲).33) This
poem has three types of narrators, an extradiegetic-heterodiegetic narrator (the poet-
narrator), an intradiegetic-homodiegetic narrator (Zhou Shixian 周世顯), and a
metadiegetic-homodiegetic narrator (Princess Ningde 寧 ).  In the beginning lines of
the poem, the poet-narrator uses an omniscient perspective to sketch the deserted
landscape of the palaces after the ravage of the Manchu troops and to describe Zhou
Shixian’s sorrows about the Ming’s fall in the face of the ruined palaces, which serves to
initiate the story that Zhou will recount.  Following the initial lines, the narrative voice
shifts to Zhou Shixian, who uses an omniscient perspective to recount the story before
and after the collapse of the Ming.  Zhou’s narration starts with a brief description of
the wedding of Princess Lean 樂安 and Gong Yonggu 鞏永固, then proceeds with a
series of events, including the wedding of Princess Ningde and Liu Youfu 劉有福, the
sad story of Princess Rongchang 榮昌, the death of Princess Lean, the downfall of the
Ming, and Gong Yongguo’s death in the name of the empire, and finally ends with the
tragedy of Princess Ningde and Liu Youfu after the fall of the Ming.  In the seven
couplets that follow, the narrative voice shifts to Princess Ningde, who uses an
omniscient perspective to recount the sad story of Princess Changping 長 and to
recall the prosperous days of the Ming before its collapse.  In the final four couplets of
this poem, the narrative voice shifts back to Zhou Shixian, who uses his perspective to
describe the present deserted landscape that corresponds to the beginning couplets and
expresses his torment of despair.  
Such intricate forms of focalization serve three primary functions in Wu Weiye’s
poetry.  Firstly, intricate forms of focalization serve to promote the realism of
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characterization and the reader’s perception.  In Wu’s poetry, zero focalization usually
serves to recount the story in detail or to describe the psychological state of the
character.  In zero focalization, the omniscient narrator dominates and involves his
subjectivity in narration.  The narrator, like a third-person standing between the reader
and the narrated, instructs the reader on how to experience the narrated.  In other
words, the reader perceives the narrated through the narrator’s subjective
understanding.  This results in a blocking effect on the communication between the
reader and the narrated, and creates a distance between the two.  Therefore, the
narrated object is less specific to the reader’s perception.  However, in Wu’s poetry,
zero focalization is usually used with other types of focalizations such as internal fixed
focalization and variable focalization.  In other words, most of Wu’s poems consist of
double or multiple focalizations.  In fixed, variable, double and multiple focalizations,
narrative perspective does not belong to the narrator but to characters.  In other words,
the omniscient narrator cannot dominate narration.  Therefore, the reader can perceive
the character better through the character’s perspective, thereby promoting the realism
of characterization.  
Secondly, intricate forms of focalization serve to enrich the diversity of historical
accounts.  In variable, double and multiple focalizations, various narrative voices and
perspectives not only describe the common people’s sufferings during military
uprisings, but also provide diverse accounts of historical events.  Moreover, in double
and multiple focalizations, the omission of pronouns and the sudden interchange
between the character’s restricted perspective and the narrator’s omniscient perspective
confuse the narrative voice with the perspective.  The confusion of voice and
perspective requires the reader to reconstruct the narrative references so as to figure
out the difference between who tells and who sees.  To allow the reader latitude in
reconstructing the narrative references is to allow the reader latitude in recreating the
meaning of the story.  Furthermore, allowing the reader latitude in recreating the story
enriches the diversity of historical accounts.  
Thirdly, intricate forms of focalization in Wu Weiye’s poetry provide the poet, who
suggests his criticism on the current political situation, a way to avoid punishment or
imprisonment by the ruling emperor or government officers at his era.  The primary
theme of Wu’s narrative poetry is the current political upheaval of that age and his
sorrows about the downfall of the Ming empire.  In general, while Wu’s poems contain
political criticism, they are usually couched either in allegorical or symbolic terms, or at
least written from a safe distance in time to avoid charges of subversion.  In addition,
Wu Weiye also uses intricate forms of focalization to refrain from the overt criticism of
political events.  For example, in variable, double and multiple focalizations, the poet
uses different narrative voices and perspectives to recount political events.  The
narrative voices and perspectives come from different characters.  In other words, the
poet is neither the only narrator nor the only focalizor.  Therefore, the poet involves a
small degree of his subjectivity in narration, thereby promoting the objectivity of
narration in his works.  The objectivity of narration provides the poet a way to avoid
political charges.
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Wu Weiye on Sequential Structure
In addition to his significant achievement in the art of narrative structure and
focalization, Wu Weiye has also made remarkable contributions to sequential structure.
In Wu Weiye’s poetry, besides chronological sequential structure, there are six types of
analeptic structure, which display the most intricate analeptic structure in Chinese
poetry.  According to modern European narratology, the first type of analepsis is
termed the analepsis on analepsis.34) In analepsis on analepsis, there is an analeptic tale
that is inserted in another analeptic tale.  An example is the “Ballad of Yuanyuan”
(“Yuanyuan qu” 圓圓曲), which is a historical romance based on a probably
apocryphal story about the Ming general Wu Sangui 三桂 (1612-1678) going over to
the Manchu side after learning that his favorite concubine, Chen Yuanyuan 陳圓圓,
has been seized by the Chinese rebel Li Zicheng 李自成 (1605?-1645).35) In this poem,
the temporal field of primary narrative begins with the Chongzhen Emperor’s suicide
at Mount Mei (Mei shan 煤山), and ends with Wu and Chen’s married life.  The initial
four couplets of this poem describe Wu Sangui going over to the Manchu side and
leading Manchu warriors to break through Shanhai Pass (Shanhai guan 山海關) after
the Chongzhen Emperor’s death.  Immediately following the initial four couplets, an
analeptic tale (analepsis 1) is inserted.  This analeptic tale starts with a description of the
initial encounter of Wu Sangui and Chen Yuanyuan, and ends with the Manchu’s
troops’ sack of the capital city.  Following the initial two couplets of the analeptic tale,
which briefly recounts the initial encounter of Wu and Chen and their marriage vows,
another analeptic tale (analepsis 2) is inserted to recount Chen Yuanyuan’s early
experiences.  The second analeptic tale starts with a brief description of Chen’s beauty
and her joyful early life before being selected to the palace, then proceeds with a series
of miserable experiences that Chen Yuanyuan encountered after being a courtesan of
the Chongzhen Emperor, including her losing the emperor’s favor and being assigned
to Tian Hongyu’s 田宏遇 family, and ends with her initial encounter with Wu Sangui.
Immediately following the second analeptic tale, the first analeptic tale continues and
recounts the events after their marriage vows, including Wu joining the army to defend
the Ming from the Manchu troops’ invasion but later on, leading the Manchu warriors
to sack the capital city after Chen has been seized by the rebel Li Zicheng.  The extent
of analepsis 2 begins with a point earlier than the starting point of analepsis 1, and ends
at the point that analepsis 1 is interrupted.  Moreover, analepsis 2 is inserted within
analepsis 1.  These two analeptic tales, therefore, display a typical form of analepsis on
analepsis.  
The second type of analepsis in Wu Weiye’s poetry is the partial external analepsis.
In an external analepsis, the entire extent of an analeptic tale remains external to the
extent of the primary narrative.  In a partial external analepsis, an analeptic tale ends
earlier than the starting point of the primary narrative.36) An example can be found in
“Reflection on Meeting an Old Man in the Garden of the Southern Chamber (of the
National Academy in Nanjing 南京 ): A Poem in Eighty Rhymes” (“Yu
nanxiangyuansou ganfu bashi yun” 遇南廂園叟感賦八十韻).37) This poem, written in
the spring of 1653 (the fourth month of the tenth year of the emperor Shunzhi’s 順治
(r.1644-1661) reign) when the poet visited the Garden of the Southern Chamber in
Nanjing, is an elegy on the desolation caused by dynastic upheaval.  In the first half of
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the poem, the primary narrative describes the deserted landscape of the Garden after
the ravage of the Manchu troops.  Following the poet’s lament for the desolation, an
analeptic tale is inserted.  The analeptic tale that the old man recounts describes the
social changes and the people’s experiences after the Manchu warriors broke into
Nanjing, including the initial chaos and eventual normalcy among the people of
Nanjing in the face of the Manchu’s invasion.  Following the tale that the old man
recounts, the primary narrative continues and concludes the poem with the poet’s grief
for the collapse of the Ming.  The temporal field of the analeptic tale remains external
to the extent of the primary narrative, and ends earlier than the starting point of the
primary narrative.
The third type of analepsis is the complete external analepsis.  In a complete
external analepsis, the ending point of the analeptic tale joins the starting point of the
primary narrative.  Therefore, there is no omission between the primary narrative and
the retrospective section.38) An example is “Sending Off He Xingzhai” (“Song He
Xingzhai” 何省齋).39) In the initial eight couplets, the primary narrative describes the
poet’s sadness when he sees off his friend.  After the initial eight couplets, an analeptic
tale is inserted to recount He Xingzhai’s story.  The analeptic tale starts with the initial
encounter of the poet and He and their long-lasting friendship, then proceeds with an
account of a series of events, including the Zhang Xianzhong 張憲忠 (1606-1646)
Rebellion, the Li Zicheng Rebellion, He’s deep regret of taking office under the Qing
and finally his resignation from the Qing Court, and ends with a description of the
poet’s sorrows about taking leave of his friend.  The temporal field of this analeptic
story begins with their initial encounter and ends with a description of the poet’s
sadness of sending off his friend, which is the starting point of the primary narrative.
The fourth type of analepsis is the complete internal analepsis.  In an internal
analepsis, the entire extent of the analeptic tale remains internal to the extent of the
primary narrative.  In a complete internal analepsis, an analeptic tale is completed in a
single narration.40) This is different from the repeating internal analepsis.  In a
repeating analepsis, an analeptic story is narrated several times and each narration only
involves part of the story or recounts the same story in different styles or perspectives.41)
An example of complete internal analepsis can be found in the “Poem of Xiaoshi at the
Green Gate.” This poem has five analeptic tales.  Among them, analepses 4 and 5
demonstrate a typical form of complete internal analepsis.  In the initial lines of the
poem, the poet-narrator sketches the desolation of the palaces after the ravage of the
Manchu troops and describes Zhou Shixian’s sorrows about the Ming’s fall in the face
of the deserted landscapes of the places.  Following the initial lines, the primary
analeptic tale (analepsis 1), the narrator of which is Zhou Shixian, is inserted to recount
the events before and after the collapse of the Ming.  The primary analeptic tale can be
divided into two sections.  In the first section, Zhou Shixian briefly recounts the
wedding of Princess Lean and Gong Yonggu.  Following this, another analeptic tale
(analepsis 2) is inserted to recount the wedding of Princess Ningde and Liu Youfu.
Afterwards, the third analeptic tale (analepsis 3) is inserted to tell the sad story of
Princess Rongchang.  Following this, the second section of the primary analeptic tale
(analepsis 1) begins and recounts a series of events, including the death of Princess
Lean, the Manchu troops’ sack of the capital city, the downfall of the Ming, Gong
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Yougu’s death in the name of the empire, and the misery of Princess Ningde and Liu
Youfu after the Ming’s collapse.  Following these couplets, another analeptic tale
(analepsis 4) is inserted, and the narrative voice shifts to Princess Ningde, who recounts
the tragic story of Princess Changping.  After the tragic story of Princess Changping,
the last analeptic tale (analepsis 5) is inserted to briefly recall the good old days before
dynastic upheaval, which conveys a strong sense of despair.  In the last four couplets of
this poem, the narrative voice shifts back to Zhou Shixian, who ends this poem with his
lament for the ruined palaces.  The entire extent of the fourth and fifth analeptic tales
remains internal to the extent of the primary analeptic tale, and both show a typical
example of complete internal analepsis.  Such intricate analeptic structures are rarely
found in the poetry before Wu Weiye, and can be regarded as an unprecedented
undertaking in the development of narration in Chinese poetry.  It would be safe to say
that the art of narration in analeptic structure in the poetry from the Shijing to the Qing
dynasty reached its apex in this poem.
The fifth type of analepsis is the complete mixed analepsis.  The temporal field of a
mixed analepsis begins with a point earlier than the starting point of the primary
narrative, and ends with a point later than the starting point of the primary narrative.
Moreover, the ending point of this analeptic story joins the interrupted point of the
primary narrative at which the analeptic story is inserted.42) An example of complete
mixed analepsis can be found in the “Ballad of Yuanyuan.” This poem has three
analeptic tales, all of which are complete mixed analepses.  The primary narrative starts
with the Chongzhen Emperor’s suicide at Mount Mei and ends with the story of Wu
Sanhui and Chen Yuanyuan’s married life.  Following the story of Wu Sangui leading
Manchu troops to break through Shanhai Pass, an analeptic tale (analepsis 1) is
inserted.  This analeptic tale begins with Wu Sangui’s initial encounter with Chen
Yuanyuan and their marriage vows, and ends with the Manchu troops’ invasion.  In
other words, this analeptic tale begins with a point earlier than the starting point of the
primary narrative and its ending point joins the interrupted point of the primary
narrative.  Immediately following the description of the initial encounter of the two
lovers, the analeptic tale is interrupted to insert another analeptic tale (analepsis 2) to
recount Chen’s early experiences.  The inserted analeptic tale starts with a description
of Chen’s early days, which is earlier than the starting point of analepsis 1, and ends
with her initial encounter with Wu, which is the interrupted point of analepsis 1.  Each
of these two analeptic tales demonstrates a form of complete mixed analepsis; and
moreover, as has been mentioned above, since the second analeptic tale is inserted
within the first one, both analeptic tales also display a typical form of analepsis on
analepsis.  After the second analeptic tale, the first analeptic tale continues and recounts
a series of events, including Chen’s sorrows about Wu going off to the army, her
sadness about their separation and their delayed wedding, Chen being seized by the
rebels, and Wu leading the Manchu troops to break into the capital city.  Following the
description of Wu leading the Manchu warriors to sack the capital city, the primary
narrative continues and recounts a series of events, including their reunion and their
married life.  Immediately following a description of their married life, the primary
narrative is interrupted again to insert the other analeptic tale (analepsis 3).  In this
inserted analeptic tale, the narrative voice shifts to other characters, including her past
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music teacher and friends, who briefly recount Chen’s early experiences and express
their admiration to Chen’s married life.  The beginning point of this analeptic tale is
earlier than the starting point of the primary narrative, and its ending point joins the
interrupted point of the primary narrative.  
The sixth type of analepsis is the double analepsis.  In a double analepsis, two
analeptic tales recount different stories that happen within the same temporal field.
The above-mentioned analepsis on analepsis is different from double analepsis because
the two analeptic stories in the analepsis on analepsis do not necessarily lie within the
same temporal field.  Double analepsis is a kind of double narrative.43) In his
commentary on The Water Margin (Shuihu zhuan 水滸傳), the Qing literary critic Jin
Shengtan 金聖嘆 (1608-1661) defines the double narrative as the luanjiao xuxian鸞膠續
弦, literally translated as “joining a broken zither string with glue.” 44) Double narrative
is rarely found in the poetry before Wu Weiye, but commonly found in Ming- and
Qing-dynasty vernacular novels.  The best examples of double narrative in the poetry
before Wu Weiye are the late Han yuefu poem “Southeast the Peacock Flies,” the Tang
poet Yuan Zhen’s “The Pheasant Decoy,” and the late Tang poet Wei Zhuang’s “The
Song of the Lady of Qin.” Examples of double analepsis in Wu Weiye’s poetry can be
found in the “Poem of Xiaoshi at the Green Gate.” In this poem, the second section of
the primary analeptic tale (analepsis 1) recounts a series of events before and after the
collapse of the Ming, including the death of Princess Lean, the Manchu troops’
invasion, the Ming’s downfall, Gong Youggu’s death in the name of the empire, and
the misery of Princess Ningde after the Ming’s collapse, while the fourth analeptic tale,
immediately following the misery of Princes Ningde, recounts the tragic story of
Princess Changping, the temporal field of which starts before the Manchu troops’
invasion and ends after the fall of the Ming.  These two analeptic tales happen within a
similar field, but tell different stories of different characters.  
In addition to the use of intricate analeptic structure, Wu Weiye also adopted the
“independent-but-linking” (zhuiduan綴斷) sequential structure from other literary forms
to promote the art of narration in his poetry.  In the “independent-but-linking”
sequential structure, different figures are featured in each of a sequence of events.  A
work composed in this sequential structure is like a collection of tales; each of the tales
can be independent but also linked to one another.  This structure is also termed the
“linked-plot sequential structure,” which is closely related to the tradition of storytelling
and can be commonly found in Ming- and Qing-dynasty vernacular novels such as The
Water Margin, The Scholars (Rulin waishi 儒林外史), and The Dream of the Red Chamber
(Honglou meng 紅樓夢).45) In Wu Weiye’s poetry, an example of this structure is the
“Ballad of Sun Chuanting, the Minister of War from Yanmen” (“Yanmen shangshu
xing” 雁門尚書行).46) This poem has three analeptic tales.  The first analeptic tale
recounts the story of General Sun Chuanting’s 孫傳庭 death in the name of the Ming
empire.  Following the passages of General Sun’s son looking for his family after
dynastic upheaval, the second analeptic tale is inserted to recount the story of Sun’s
family members’, including his wife, concubines and daughters, suicide after learning
that Sun died for the empire.  At the end of this poem, the third analeptic tale is
inserted to recount the story of the Troops Inspector Qiao’s 喬 (Qiao canjun 喬參軍)
suicide after the collapse of the Ming.  Each of these three analeptic tales can be a
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single story on its own, but they are linked together by the same theme, the fall of the
Southern Ming Empire.  
In conclusion, such intricate sequential structure in Wu Weiye’s poetry serves to
enrich the diversity of historical accounts.  Intricate analeptic structures that create
multiple temporalities represent not only the historical chaos during the upheaval of
that age, but also create an unprecedented reading experience in which the reader can
perceive a specific meaning through narrative structure.  In addition, Wu adopted the
“independent-but-linking” sequential structure from other literary forms to display
multiple scenes.  This sequential structure consists of a series of independent-but-
linking events that are used to display a series of historical scenes.  This structure not
only enriches the complexity of narrative tense, but it also creates a certain underlying
dimensional structure rather than linear structure for narration in poetry.  Coinciding
its use with multiple narrative voices and focalizations, intricate sequential structure
enriches the diversity of historical accounts.
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